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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL 

 

AGENDA ITEM 13 Electricity supply to Pavilion 

  

1. Background 

1.1 It has been the case since the handing over of the Pavilion to the Parish Council by the developers of 
the Jacob’s Way housing many years ago that no electricity bill has ever been received by the Council 
for the electric supply.  Why this was the case is not known.  It is to be noted, though this does not 
affect the principle, that the amount of power consumed on an annual basis is fairly small as the 
building is not used outside the summer months.   

1.2 It is believed that attempts have been made in the past to get this matter rectified but without 
success, in part because the building did not for some time have a postcode or other identifying  
reference with which the relevant electricity undertakers could identify it. A more meaningful 
attempt has recently been made to rectify the situation with the following results.  

2. Report 

2.1 Through various contacts with Scottish Power, who are responsible for the electricity network, and 
subsequently British Gas, the relevant procedures have been followed and British Gas will hopefully 
install a meter at the Pavilion in the near future and from that point the Parish Council will receive 
electricity bills in the normal way. 

2.2 British Gas do not charge for the installation of the meter, and it is understood that the Parish Council 
is unlikely to receive any claim for past unbilled supply.  British Gas was chosen to provide this supply 
as they supply gas and electricity to the Village Hall. 

2.3 Whilst investigating this matter, it has become apparent that the meter box on the external wall of 
the Pavilion, not previously recognised as such by your Clerk, has been damaged in the past and is 
effectively insecure.  Accordingly, because this is essentially a public safety matter, and will require 
disconnection of the electricity supply, an instruction has been given to a local electrician to replace 
it as soon as possible.  Hopefully this will be done during the week beginning 25 February. This has a 
cost of approximately £250 plus VAT.  

2.4 In addition, the electrician has been asked to investigate, and disconnect/make safe if necessary, 
what is assumed to be the electrical supply to the unused traffic lights and automatic bollards at the 
entrance to the IROS and lake area.  He was not able to provide a quote for this work as without 
investigating in detail he is not sure what exactly will be required, but, because again this is a matter 
of public safety since these cables are easily accessible to the public, it has been agreed that he will 
work on an hourly rate of £35.  If on investigation there is found to be a significant problem with this 
work or if it is identified that the cost will be significant, then a further report will be submitted to 
your Council. 
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3. Recommendation 

3.1 That the report be noted and that the decision to commission British Gas to install an electricity 
meter and provide a metered electrical supply to the Pavilion be confirmed. 

3.2 That the decision to commission Ranger Electrical Services to replace the existing meter box at the 
Pavilion at a cost of £250 plus VAT be confirmed, and similarly to carry out work to make safe the 
cables discussed, on an hourly basis at a cost of £35 per hour be also confirmed, all arising from the 
circumstances described. 

 
 


